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International, multi-award winning artist Murray Fredericks latest exhibition Trace marks 
two distinct bodies of work, Hector and Salt. By producing a distinct dialogue between the 
undeniably powerful landscapes of thunderstorms on the Tiwi Islands, north of Darwin, and 
vast tracts of Lake Eyre in Central Australia, Murray seduces the spectator into 
acknowledging a self-contained minimalism within his exploration of unfamiliar territories.

HECTOR draws its title from an affectionately named atmospheric phenomenon that 
produces some of the world’s biggest thunderstorms. These new black and white works 
employ Murray’s methodical consistency of composition with distinctly different outcomes 
to the Zen-like vistas of SALT. In these works the expanse of the storm is consciously 
contained and forced into a barometric battle with the invisible air at its limits for the 
place of subject within the photograph. The predictable and local nature of HECTOR only 
reinforces these compositional choices as the viewer is drawn into a foreign and minimal 
landscape where normally intangible variables produce these sonorous, meteorological 
interactions.

SALT began in 2003 and is a series of photographs of vast empty landscapes. Each image 
in the series is connected by the placement of the horizon running across the lower third of 
the frame. The horizon is often the only referential form, breaking the void and 
providing the viewer with an element that paradoxically ‘defines’ the space. These new 
works add another dimension to SALT, with the water from last year’s rains now creating 
scenes diametrically opposed to the work occupying the adjacent walls as HECTOR.

By juxtaposing these series, each viewer is at once placed outside the containers which 
harbor these landscapes of remote territories - one calm and the other facing the eye of the 
storm - and at the same time placed in the centre of Murray’s minimal, ethereal 
representations of these places. In this way we can trace his exploration into these subjects 
- capturing the moment is our witness to a reverence to land and country.

Murray Fredericks is collected by the National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne; the National 
Portrait Gallery, Canberra; Artbank, Sydney; Macquarie Bank; Museum of Sydney and 
numerous prestigious private collections worldwide.  Murray Fredericks SALT series is the 
subject of a documentary film also titled ‘SALT’. The documentary, co-directed and 
produced by Michael Angus, won many international awards including ‘The Golden Frog’ at 
CameraImage in Poland, The International Documentary Association’s Best Documentary 
Short, Best Documentary Short at Atlanta Film Festival, Special Jury Mention at Silverdocs/ 
AFI Discovery Channel and Best Australian Short Film at Melbourne International Film 
Festival.     


